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Aviator for X-Plane

Terms and Conditions
Before purchasing Aviator PRO license please read carefully following terms and conditions:

1. Aviator product is currently delivered by Internet download only.
2. Because we deliver digital goods via Internet download, we generally offer no refunds.
3. Refund requests made after you have purchased our PRO licensed product are handled on a case by
case basis and are issued at our sole discretion.
4. Users can download, install and use Aviator for free and test how it works with their
planes, before purchasing PRO license.
5. We can’t guarantee that all Aviator features will be 100% compatible with all of your
planes, since some plane developers bypass X-Plane standards.
6. If your plane doesn’t work well in Aviator freeware version, please send us a message
before purchasing PRO license, we will help to analyze if your plane can be integrated in
Aviator.
7. Aviator PRO license opens new features to the users and capability of customization of
some elements and switches. We provide the capability to allow users to customize their
plane switches along with some examples, but we are not providing custom panel for
every plane neither free customization services.
8. Read carefully Aviator’s custom switch panel manual if you are interested in custom panel
features.
9. If the users are willing to contribute uploading their Aviator’s customizations, we will
collect, classify and publish all of them in a common catalog.
10. Elements like panel switches and actuators for engines, lighting, etc. can be customized
for each plane, always that those actuators are linked to X-Plane datarefs and command
system.
11. From version 1.0.0.19 flight controls like autopilot, throttle, landing gear, flaps, fuel
controls, etc. are customizable. See user’s manual.
12. Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions before purchasing PRO version.
Important: Aviator is using free map source services under Creative Commons Attribution or
similar licenses. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE of the map servers provided in Aviator “As Is” and
“As Available”. Out of our responsibility, Map server providers can interrupt, suspend or
terminate their services.
We will do our best to help users to enjoy Aviator and keep the product updated and
integrated with as many aircraft as possible. Remember, users have the possibility to test
Aviator for free and upgrade to PRO only when fully tested with their planes.
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Updating Aviator and keeping the PRO license SAFE!
Very important: Please, always backup your \X-Plane 11\Aviator\Data folder before updating
Aviator to a newer version. Never delete Aviator’s folders to perform an update, Aviator will
upgrade files if needed.
License data and your custom user settings, presets, views and custom panels are in this folder,
we highly recommend to backup this folder.
If your database file located in this folder is deleted or corrupted your PRO license file will not
work anymore.
We will help to repair and restore your PRO license status if your data is accidentally deleted, but
the rest of the settings, presets and customization will be lost if no backup was done.
We detected some attempts of fraud and license piracy from users reporting deleted or corrupted
licenses and asking for a new license file for illegal purposes. We may request for evidences if
there is any suspicious license request.
If any questions or issues please contact us by email at aviator4xp@gmail.com.
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